LATITUDE FIRE TABLES
ALUMINUM

Made in the USA • www.homecrest.com

The attractive and functional Latitude fire tables feature an all-aluminum construction and are well suited for both dining and deep seating
applications. Whether for residential or commercial, Latitude combines style and function to create a fresh look in any outdoor space. As with all
Homecrest fire tables, this piece sports a powerful burner (up to 65,000 BTUs) and comes with your choice of fire jewelry, as well as a secure key,
natural gas opening, and black 3/4” aluminum fire burner riser.

LATITUDE FIRE TABLES
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AVAILABLE TOP COLORS + FRAME FINISHES

34 - NIKO

27 - UMBER

04 - SEDONA

05 - HICKORY

28 - CARBON

88 - STORM

84 - ONYX

35 - GLACIER

76 - TITAN

FIRE TABLES + ACCESSORIES Features a 1.5" edge profile.
Note: Each fire table comes standard with a 12” x 24” rectangular 65,000 BTU stainless steel black powder-coated burner, external key valve, match-light ignition, 20 lbs of fire jewelry (select one or two
colors), and a black 3/4” fire burner riser. The burner is available as either Liquid Propane (XXX-JLP) or Natural Gas (XXX-JNG)—if one is not selected, the burner will default to the Liquid Propane option.

32" x 50" LOUNGE

36" x 63" LOUNGE

14" x 26.25" BURNER COVER

15.5" x 28.5" GLASS GUARD

Top: 893250XLTTT

Top: 893663XLTTT

91006

006086

Base: 89XNC (-JLP or -JNG)

Base: 89XNC (-JLP or -JNG)

Smooth aluminum

H: 5.8"

H: 21.5"

H: 21.5"

Use with rectangular burners

Use in windy conditions

Use fire table cover 006139

Use fire table cover 006138

Use with rectangular burners

FIRE JEWELRY
Note: When ordering fire jewelry individually (without a fire table), use the six-digit model number. When ordering with a fire table, use the two-digit color code number that is next to the color name.

13 - CRYSTAL ICE

20 - PLATINUM

16 - COPPER

14 - BRONZE

19 - MIDNIGHT BLACK

15 - GUNMETAL

17 - SAPPHIRE

18 - CARIBBEAN BLUE

006117

006124 - Reflective

006120 - Reflective

006118 - Reflective

006123 - Reflective

006119 - Reflective

006121 - Reflective

006122 - Reflective

PRODUCT FEATURE
Every Homecrest fire table features easy propane access, a removable key valve for flame control, and a standard burner riser to keep the table surface cool. We also offer glass guards, which are recommended for use in
windy conditions to contain the flame.
Drawer or Door Mount

REMOVABLE KEY VALVE

GLASS GUARD

EASY PROPANE ACCESS

BURNER RISER

